
References, readings and resources
Here are some articles, references and other useful reading (often from
my aguanomics blog), organized by chapters but not always in order of
appearance of the material in the book.

Please email me if you cannot find something particular.

Introduction: The rise of scarcity
Chapter 1: Water as a commodity

We don't know (or need to know) the value of commodity water:
this and this

Chapter 2: Water on tap

Subsidies from the environment and neighbors encourage
unsustainable sprawl (paper)
Davis water tariffs
Amsterdam and Las Vegas water prices and uses [XLSX]
Los Angeles subsidizes lawns
Subsidies to farmers for mining groundwater
I read about the natural monopoly-legal monopoly quid pro quo in
The Quest

Chapter 3: Water for profit

Segerfeldt discusses private utilities in Water for Sale
Priests and programmers describes how traditional institutions
are robust
Hayek's "Use of Knowledge in Society" explains how markets
and prices coordinate better than bureaucrats

Chapter 4: Recycled water

Pollution, incentives and insurance
Singapore's water management and NEWater
Frackers should ASK to be regulated (they can afford it too!)
Sources on North Carolina [pdf] and Lake Taupo
Using wetlands to clean water
Segerson (1988) describes [pdf] how to tax individuals within a
group to reduce pollution. I prefer my scheme, in which the group
bears the tax and decides how to allocate its burden (and
pollution reducing activities).

Chapter 5: Food and water

All in auctions for water
Water brokers don't like efficient markets
Australia's Murray Darling Basin: this, this and this
Colorado Big Thompson: this and this (paper)
Report from a functioning water market (in Australia)

Chapter 6: Water for the community

Read this phenomenal explanation of how outside subsidies
distort capital and operating decisions (Antiplanner)
Here's a post on the TVA spill and my article on insurance as a
means of disciplining managers [pdf]
Here's a report on the Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority (pdf)
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Chapter 7: A human right to water

For the problems of "experts" delivering development, read any
book by Bill Easterly
A ridiculous comment from the UN Committee for Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights
My paper looking at the lack of a link between human rights laws
and results (shorter version)
Read Hernando de Soto's Mystery of Capital on how property
rights can help the poor
XLSX data on governance and access to an improved water
supply (a flawed measure)
My paper on global water tariffs [pdf]
Chile's version of pricing water for the poor
The millennium development goals for water served bureaucrats,
not people and why 3 billion (not 900 million) people lack access
to SAFE water
Karachi politicians steal water and sell it back to dry consumers
Alaska's Permanent Fund rebates oil royalties to citizens
A ridiculous charity water failure (one of many)
Food vouchers are better than food if you want to help the poor
(cash gifts does not increase caloric consumption as much)

Chapter 8: Pipes, canals and dams

The best book on infrastructure subsidies and environmental
degradation is Reisner's Cadillac Desert
Megaprojects explains the problem of cost shifting, over-scaling,
etc.
There are several ways to get OPM, usually by paying a smaller
share of costs than the share of water deliveries
Frederic Bastiat, a great 19th century French political-economist,
explains OPM in several, insightful funny ways
Westlands Water District (largest in the US) is a great study for
unsustainable OPM (this post and this post)
Here are government reports (pdf) (pdf) (site) on CVP subsidies
Capitalists use labor to get more subsidies for capitalists (update)
The World Bank's pursuit of dams (regardless of cost)
A corrupt county builds the wrong infrastructure and goes
bankrupt
The Dutch 100-year infrastructure plan and the infrastructure that
would have saved NYC from Sandy
US Army Corps of Engineers fails at cost-benefit analysis (my
advice) and Katrina fail
Weather in England and countries starting with A

Chapter 9: Water wars

Israel and Palestine and a review of Liquid Assets (about water
in that region)
Mexico suffers as Americans deplete the Colorado River (and
line the All-American Canal) plus restore the Colorado River
Delta, not the Salton Sea
Conflict and Cooperation within an Organization: A Case Study
of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (my PhD
dissertation) describes the high cost of poor management
A guest post on Yemen pleads for holistic, multi-disciplinary
management
Racism is not "natural" compared to in-group, out-group bias.
Related: One of my working papers on free riding and
cooperation
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Chapter 10: Environmental flows

Time to "get flows right" in California
Canada (!) is mismanging its water by selling it too cheap and
allowing it to be polluted (Fracking and regulatory failure in
Canada)
Nobody should listen to environmentalists who reject markets for
ALL water
Water Markets and Ecosystem Services
China's South-North transfer is a bad idea (predictably)
The UN's Guide to Green Infrastructure [pdf] and Nature>dams
The EU's Water Framework Directive improves riverbasin
management across national borders
Multiple government failures made Katrina worse
Climate change posts at aguanomics. (This one looks at the
$trillions wasted due to government indecisiveness)
Consumerism and population are driving the Anthropocene Age
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